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Today’s takeaways
• Why should you approach the “what tool when” problem

strategically?

• What does a strategic process look like, and what is the

ultimate deliverable?

• How could you go about doing the work?

Bringing life to work

Helping humanize the workplace

culture and
transformation

digital workplace
solutions

We are hiring!

Who do we have in the audience today?

Why strategic planning for the digital workplace?

From: “How to help users pick the right tool to collaborate in.”, Gartner conference

From: “How to help users pick the right tool to collaborate in.”, Gartner conference.

“

Provide and pray won’t work. Hope is not
a strategy.
—Gartner, “How to help users pick the right tool to collaborate in.”

I just got my
process working
like a well-oiled
machine, and now
IT want’s me to
change?!

So many new tools!
But I don’t know how to
fit them into my work.
Do we really need
this many places to
put documents?

employee

How do I know
which tools will be a
good investment for
the business?

We need to
upgrade, or we will
get left behind.

IT professional

We give people the
tools, but then
nobody uses them,
and they still
complain!

How much time we spend
thinking about the how,
when and why of using
new tools
Time spent thinking about tools.
Time spent thinking about everything else.

How much time your
average end-user spends
thinking about this

What tool when?
Yammer is for
talking to
everyone…
but I can also put
some documents in
there.

Teams could work
for projects…
but not ALL
projects.

IT professional

OneDrive is handy
for stuff I’m working
on with others…
but other stuff
should be in
SharePoint.

What tool, when?

What are the
frustrations and
opportunities to help
people work better?

We need to
upgrade to SP 2016
What features do
we enable?

Office 365 Management
Our dept. has
unique needs,
custom design.

I don’t know what
tool to use.

The CEO wants
a blog, yesterday!
We need to
share with
external
vendors.

Hey IT. I can’t
find my stuff!

Target
practice
instead of
Whack-a-mole

A new hope!

“

Strategy, not technology, drives
digital transformation.
—MIT Sloan Management Review, Deloitte Digital Press

Building a digital workplace roadmap…

Workplace Experiences Improvement Road Map

PHASE ONE

ban Systems

Description

CH EXPERIENCE PRINCIPLES

Leveraging PAST WORK

Finding TEMPLATES and IMAGES

Finding an EXPERT at URBAN

Easily find examples of past work to showcase what
we have done or as a starting point for current work.
This way, we can focus on what will bring the most
value to clients and their communities.

Business
problem no.
1 to be
tackled

Easily find basic brand templates including:
letterheads, word documents, PowerPoint templates,
etc.
Finding document templates such as statements of
work, design standards, reports, offer letters, etc.

Business
frustration
no. 2 to be
eliminated

Finding Urbanites based on skill, expertise, and past
project work.

Simplify project set up to ensure relevant tools have
been made readily available and the Technology team
has insight into any client needs.

Urbanites visit a really effective search experience that quickly connects Urbanites
to the information they are trying to find.

A dedicated and managed place on Pulse for marketing and brand material with
links to related templates.

Easy to locate people search interface on Pulse.

Create place on Pulse to initiate a new project.

Campaign to encourage people to add content to their profiles.
When kicking off a new project, Urbanites always create a new teamsite leveraging
one of the project templates on the self service site creation page (all barriers or
potential opt-out opportunities have been removed).

Consider a tools and templates section, and the ability for individual Urbanites to
bookmark favorite tools or pages (curate their own list).

Communication strategy to help Urbanites understand the value of the teamsite
template for managing their current project as well as for helping them find project
information in the future.

Communicate when new templates are available and who to contact for template
updates or to add new templates.

Clear communication about what to use and when. (e.g.. Where to store and work
on CAD files)

Opportunity Sketches
(preliminary solutions sketches - each
area will require further investigation)

CHALLENGE QUESTION:

AP THOUGHTFULLY

ding on our value of confidence and
mility, whatever we do, through
hnology we must…lead our industry and
eagues collaboratively to the edge of
rkplace innovation, but always in the
vice of others, never our own egos.

WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW

UPERCHARGE OUR
EPUTATION

lding on our value of trust, whatever we
through technology we must…foster
periences that support trust between our
m and our clients, in our relationships,
d with our tools, systems, services and
ormation. Our team’s reputation is our
utation.

Experience touchpoints and actions
(Interactions, communications, training,
adoption supports, change management)

CHALLENGE QUESTION:
we helping our company and our industry leap forward
e right places, big and small, and learning quickly from

Tech team supports and enables the project team with training and support where
needed.

ding on our value of generosity and
preciation, whatever we do, through
hnology we must… live and breathe an
mosphere of communication and an
reciation of customer care. Doing so will
port both great work and innovative
hnology.

Potential first steps

ding on our value of fun and
fessionalism, whatever we do, through
hnology we must… Remember that the
atest experiences with technology
ude moments of fun, anticipation,
prise and delight, and so we must look for
ys to embed these feelings in our services
Urbanites and the solutions we plan to
ver.

REVIEWS and MARK-UPS

"I can find past examples of our work to showcase and win new work."

Start with a small pilot group and leverage available technology and functionality to
minimize customization. Consider Delve, Mysites or a combination of both.

"I know where to go to find the most up-to-date template and have confidence that
it is the best place to start."

VALUE GENERATION

"I can find examples of our past work to help leap us forward when starting new
work, allowing our team to focus our efforts and attention on things that will bring
the biggest value to our clients."

Encourage Urbanites to use team sites.

Employees get a one pager from IT or their team lead that informs them about
working in conditions with poor connectivity at a time that makes sense to receive
that information.

Ubanites have a similar experience outside of the office as they would in the office.
This includes a mobile access experience on their phones or tablets that allow
them read/write/create/ comment capabilities for Office documents.

Urbanites can log into CAD servers via Citrix putting them "closer" to the content
when they are working remotely.

Ubanites follow links from email which opens a PDF in a tool that allows them to
make markup annotations and comments.

Communication between IT and project lead of a new client to organize an
introduction to the client's tech team to organize a dry run of WebEx.

Invitation to the client with access and instructions on how to use the site. The site
should be stocked with project documents before sharing.

One pager on Pulse and in the offices to communicate best practices and trouble
shooting tips for remote presentations. (e.g.. booking meetings 15min early for set
up and trouble shooting time)

Team training on the different site templates and their use.

Urbanites see infographics in their offices and support information on Pulse.

Urbanites have several opportunities and channels through which to get up to
speed on how to use Citrix.

Urbanites see infographics in their offices and support information on Pulse.

An infographic placed in each kitchen that explains working in places with poor
connectivity helps raise awareness about the constraints.

Awareness is the main hurdle. Training in groups or one on one could be part of the
adoption strategy where it is deemed that extra support is required.

Teams are given guidance on where to best keep CAD files for the most optimal
sharing and access experience.

Information on Pulse as a reference for employees and team leads for self service
interactions.

and so on…

Showcase the value of team sites and ease barrier to entry by integrating it into the
project initiation process.

"I don't have to have a network or rely heavily on my senior colleagues' network to
find experts in our organization that I can reach out to."

"I have a place to start uploading documents that will help the team get started"

"I can search for people based on their role and skill."

Awareness is the main hurdle. Training in groups or one on one could be part of the
adoption strategy where it is deemed that extra support is required.

PREBOARDING and ONBOARDING

REVIEWING

Creating an exceptional employee onboarding
experience for everyone.

Creating a draft invoice
less friction and duplicat

There are many touchpoints to consider in a pre-boarding and on-boarding journey.
Journey mapping and service blueprinting are good ways to define an optimal
experience. Some questions to conceder:

Draft invoices could be opened on a
capturing all the comments digitally.

How much new information is presented and through which channels?
Support from IT on project site enhancements such as additional libraries.
What exactly does a new person need to know at which point along the way in
order to feel as confident and productive as possible?

A place on Pulse for self service of WebEx information, including tips and best
practices.

Requires clear and common understanding across the organization of what system
to use and when. Can support and enable certain kinds of work that include
Microsoft products.

How do we best support the hiring manager, who is already busy, in providing a
good onboarding experience to the new urbanite?

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps Urbanites understand what they can
expect and what they should do to have the best experience possible before they
get to a remote field location.

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps urbanites understand all the things
that need to be in place for a great work from home experience.

Encourage stakeholders to create a consistent process for managing CAD native
files and published PDFs.

Evaluate SharePoint online.

Investigate tools for remote collaboration on CAD files.

Continue evaluation of Citrix.

Continue evaluation of Citrix.

"My office documents expectations are totally met when I am out of the office."

"I feel like I can work on design documents as efficiently from home as I can from
the office."

Do a trial run of Bluebeam Vu and Revu and/or similar tools.

"I'm more confident because I better understand what my working limitations might
be when I'm in a poor connectivity environment."

"I feel confident when I know that Urban has a consistent, trusted, efficient process
for marking up design work."

"I feel reassured that I've prepared and done everything I can do under the
circumstances. "

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps Urbanites understand all the things
that need to be in place for a great WebEx experience.

Evaluate extranet options that meet the Urban Systems security profile. For
example, separate network (DMZ) or separate web app with a gateway appliance.

Help teams trial WebEx sessions ahead of time with a pre-written email
appointment that they can send to clients.

Initiate discovery research to gather insight into the specific needs for external
sharing with clients at Urban Systems.

"Client presentations are often the culmination of a lot of hard work. It’s the moment
that we want to shine the brightest and having the confidence that the technology is
going to work seamlessly in that moment has a tremendous impact on the
communication and perception of our hard work."

"Having a reliable, easy way to share information and deliverables with our clients is
a core characteristic of being a true consultancy."

Map the current onboarding experience from the perspective of all the stakeholders
to understand the current state, sequence and points of friction.

Map the current draft creation and re
stakeholders to understand the curre

"As a new Urbanite, I’m able to be more confident and productive sooner when I
have a smooth onboarding experience."

"Our clients feel like they are getting the most value when they have easy,
immediate access to all that we create and produce."

"I feel like I no longer need to consider a compromise between being on site with
the client and being productive."

Audience size

Change aptitude

Value and prioritization criteria

Business Impact

Effort
INVESTMENT

SHARING content with CLIENTS
Having an easy to use place to keep content that
Urbanites need to share with clients.

Problem description, characteristics and solution ideas

Create templates for teams that integrate content types and metadata related to
the most frequently sourced document types.

Value to Employee

REMOTE CLIENT PRESENTATIONS

Having the ability to do digital reviews and mark ups
from anywhere on any device.

Find someone to care for and curate this list.

SUCCESS METRICS

E PLAYFULLY PROFESSIONAL

Audit current brand templates.
Source best of breed content templates.

AD THE LIFT

CHALLENGE QUESTION:
we focused on proactively and strategically instigating

PHASE 3

Internal processes
WORKING ANYWHERE
with GOOD connectivity
...ON MS OFFICE DOCS. Having a typical document
…ON CAD FILES. Having the ability to do productive,
work experience with documents (ex. Word, Excel,
collaborative design and drafting work from a home
PowerPoint, etc.) from any device, anywhere. This
workstation.
includes the ability to read, create, edit and comment.

Invitation to project team when project is kicked off, including links to any relevant
documents.

Identify important and frequently sourced document types.

NCOURAGE A CULTURE OF
RIVING WITH GUARDRAILS

ding on our value of continuity and
nge, whatever we do, through
hnology we must… Become change
igators wherever we see the opportunity
technology to lift our company closer to
goals, building on our proven foundation
excellence, reliability and uptime.

Investigate current metadata that can be pulled from file share and leveraged as a
search scope.

INITIATING A PROJECT

CONNECTING TO URBAN
WORKING ANYWHERE
with POOR connectivity
…WITH POOR CONNECTIVITY. Having the best
possible work experience in an environment where
typical internet and Wi-Fi infrastructure doesn't exist.

Section on Pulse to store information about the different types of site templates
and which to use when.

Tech team leads project coordinator champion network.

CHALLENGE QUESTION:
ch and every interaction are we responding to our

CHALLENGE QUESTION:
we reducing friction and empowering Urbanites to

Crumby
workplace
experience
no. 3 to be
fixed

Orientation material such as introductory emails, and a video walkthrough are
templated.

E REALLY, REALLY HELPFUL

ding on our value of freedom and
ountability, whatever we do, through
hnology we must…empower Urbanites to
lore and use the information, devices or
ls that make them as effective as they
be, while at the same time coaching on
impact of choices, appropriate standards
our accountability for the safe use of
hnology and information.

PHASE TWO

FINDING INFORMATION
Journey

(Time and effort for the Urban Systems
technology team)

Cost

$$$

(Hiring external expertise or technology cost)

Key metrics
(How will we know we are successful?)

$

Findability survey - set a baseline and measure against it post improvement.

Findability survey - set a baseline and measure against it post improvement.

Start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned searches etc.)

Start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned searches etc.)

Track the number of additions to the project "exemplars" library.

Create 'Best-bets' based on commonly searched terms.

$$
Set up analytics to start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned
searches etc.)

$
Track the number of sites that are created and use frequency.

$
Measure hits on the portal page for this information.

$$$
Measure document access and usage statistics for SharePoint online and mobile
devices.

Measure the number and frequency of calls that come to IT for working in
conditions with poor connectivity.

$$$

$$

Solicit user feedback

Baseline the time spent on drawing reviews to measure the future state against.

Set CAD performance benchmarks, measure against regularly.

Collect feedback from the project teams.

$
General IT support survey question about support for this experience.

$$$
Usage statistics in project sites.
Upload and downloads from client users in project sites.
Monitor attachments and inbox sizes.

Measure the duration for completing the onboarding checklist.

Measure the turn around time for com
Survey staff on engagement on satis

Survey new hires at a meaningful interval, one week, 3 months about engagement
and productivity.
Longer-term measurement of attrition.

Track 'Best-bets' to see how often they are used.

・Curator of best work
・Project Leads
・Project Co-coordinators
・Project Teams

・Curator of marketing and brand material
・Curator of templates

・Urbanites to update their own profile

(Which people and processes need to be in
place to make this feature successful?)

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・Project team
・BAMs
・IT

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAMs
・IT
・Infographic designer

・All urbanites
・IT

・CAD techs
・IT

・Project Leads
・Project Co-coordinators
・Project Teams (CAD techs)

・Clients
・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・IT

・Clients
・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・IT

・Hiring manager
・Coach
・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・HR
・Payroll
・IT

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・Accounts receivable

Processes

Requires regular rhythm of investigating search analytics for most searched terms,
abandoned searches to help tune and improve search.

Requires regular rhythms for a SME/curator group to evaluate, update and upload
new templates or best of breed examples.

Process for creating a new employee profile and encouraging them to add to it as
part of onboarding and how a former employee profile is removed.

Workflow for creating a new site.

Sharing information at project kick offs.

Storage of shared content online.
Emailing links rather than attachments.

Log in through Citrix

Configuring drawing repositories to be shared through the PDF mark up tool.

Dry run trails between IT teams

Ensuring project teams are emailing links rather than sending attachments.

There are many processes to preboarding and on-boarding and these would need
to be mapped and understood. Some important processes include:

Data entry into Deltek
Review and mark ups

Submission process and criteria for a brand photo library.

Starting meetings with designated tech time, 15 min. early with a person on each
end to allow for tech set up and troubleshooting.

Supporting teams in maintaining access (login info)

Proper categorization of content including:
・Creation and use of managed and inherited metadata;
・Urbanites putting content in the right place

People and roles

CHALLENGE QUESTION:
we pushing ourselves to make each Urbanite’s
action with technology as awesome as it can be?

Workflow for decommissioning or archive an old site.

Information and data considerations

Urban wide taxonomy (created by/with SMEs)
Project templates and clear explanation of their use

Image quality requirements.

Conditions for success

Review Active Directory and profile photo database.

A tech expert will need to write the tip sheets and work with someone to publish
them to the portal. A graphic designer could be needed for the creation of an
infographic.

Consider naming conventions for templates and associated taxonomy.

Content is created by all employees. It will be sharable as long as it is stored in the
right places

・Being entered into Deltek and being made a billable resource if applicable.
Upload documents to project site before inviting the client so that the first
impression is not an empty site.

・Initiation of pay and benefits
・Best bets for new urbanites. New hires page on the portal. Onboarding checklist
on the portal.

CAD native file storage in each branch

Tech expert to write the how to one pager and trouble shooting tips.

Content is created by the project teams. Use of simple meta data and proper
placement of deliverables will improve searchability of documents in the future.

All client projects should be run in a project site so that it can be indexed and
searched later (remove any percieved friction or barriers to entry such as internal
fee/cost to project).
*CAD native files will be kept in file share.

Best practices for selecting a profile photo.

Delve *

Delve *

Best practice about what site template to use and where.

An up to date on-boarding checklist

Time entry

Relevant templates and information
Consider creating a separate section for documents that are not to be shared with
clients.

Best practices or rules

・Being given a desk, a phone, a computer, an AD account and email address,
along with access to other appropriate work tools.

Consider create a decision log on a project team site.

Storing content in SharePoint Online so that it can be accessed anywhere.

May be some professional standards or best practices to reference here.

Best practice about what site template to use and where.

Best practice about where project work should happen and why.

Employee handbooks and role descriptions
On-boarding check list should be managed with the help of an automated workflow
to be sure that no important tasks get forgotten or cause unnecessary delays.

Best practice about where project work should happen and why.

Technology
(What technology could support this journey?)

Office 365 (Microsoft Cloud)
Delve
Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)
Groups
Team sites
Yammer
Go (intranet platform)

Go (intranet platform)

Go (intranet platform) - People Finder **

POTENTIAL TECH

SharePoint search ***- promoted results and refiners
Extranet project sites
Mysites***
SharePoint search ***

Potential tools and technologies

Search driven site directory
Self serve site creation for projects

SharePoint intranet (on prem.)
Mysites
"Pulse" intranet
SharePoint search
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)
Mark-up tools (e.g.. Bluebeam)
Analytics tools (e.g.. Google analytics)
Slack?
Citrix
Tech notes

Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)
Groups
Team sites *
Yammer

Go (intranet platform) - teamsite directory

SharePoint Extranet (on prem.)
SharePoint search
Extranet project sites

Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)
Groups
Team sites *

Groups
Team sites **

Team sites **

Pulse
SharePoint search
Site provisioning workflow

Extranet project sites *

Extranet project sites *

"Pulse" intranet
SharePoint search
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)
Mark-up tools (e.g.. Bluebeam)

Analytics tools (e.g.. Google analytics)
Slack
* Nice to have: Delve relies on machine learning based on who and what
information a person is interacting with or files they are working on (including skype
chats and topics). This can start learning in the background but don't recommend
heavily promoting it initially.

*Cloud Delve: Microsoft is investing in advancing this and using big data to help
make it function well. Less control than with Mysites, doesn't integrate well with
other systems. More custom search queries can be created (e.g.. past projects,
topic) with custom development.

Taxonomy of terms needs to be created and maintained.

**Habanero 'Go' has auto complete built in. Currently searches first name and last
name, could be customized to search based on skillset and project info.

**Teamsite (could be in the cloud or onprem pending customization requirements
and storage needs)
Include 2-4 team site templates with consistent architecture and applied metadata
(automate as much as possible).

***Mysites: Microsoft is moving away from Mysites, we don't recommend waiting for
LinkedIn

Need to create clarity of what to use when.
* Groups is another area that Microsoft is investing in.
** For more customized templates team sites are a better option.

* CAD files that are exported to PDF can be accessed this way, working CAD files
will still be accessed via file share.

Citrix
Requires locally installed software or remote desktop

Yammer
Go (intranet platform)

Keep an eye on new technology solutions that are easier to use for clients or that
clients are adopting.

Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)
Mark-up tools (e.g.. Bluebeam)

Case Study

The building of a roadmap

400+ employees
14 offices
1200+ projects

Stated Problem:
How we experience the service of IT
within the organization is not working.

1

2

3

Understand the
organization’s pains,
goals, and priorities

Capture today’s
experience

Create the future
experience

1

Understand the organization’s
pains, goals, and priorities

I

+

+

Interviews and
listening labs

Usage and
analytics insight

+

Environment
landscape

Stakeholder
viewpoints

Employee’s pain
points

Employee’s work
VALUE

Workplace themes

Shadow IT

Inefficient process

Difficulty with data

Poor findability

Workplace themes

Shadow IT

Inefficient process

Difficulty with data

Poor findability

2

Capture today’s experience

DOING

FEELING

THINKING

Employee experience journey mapping
3 workshops
2 hours each
6-7 participants each

Workshop kit
• Invitation and
description of why
we need their
unique insight
• Journey map
templates
• Sticky notes
• Sticker sheet of
emotion words

“

I spend too much time
trying to find the
historical information
that I need.

Sample of all of the journey maps we recieved

“

When we can’t find a report we created
we go to the municipality where we
submitted it and pay them $50 to give us
a version of our own report. It’s
embarrassing.
Employee

Consultant and employee experiences

20 journey maps

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Project communication
Timesheets
Finding project precedents/history
Webex
Getting to a document remotely
Finding data
Working from home
Cleaning up data
Finding forms
Onboarding

IT team experiences
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FTP site
Software install
Finding a file
Lack of new tech uptake
Timesheets
Finding info about an employee
Finding employee salary
Finding old project data

3

Create the future experience

How to make sense of all of these?

Business impact
Leveraging
past work

Finding
templates

Finding an
expert

Journey

Audience size
Effort
Change readiness

Leveraging
past work

Finding
templates

Finding an
expert

Initiating a
project

Working
off-site

Working
off-site

Prioritized a grouped into phases

Now (high priority / MDP)

Next (next priority / evolve MDP)

Someday

Now (high priority / MDP)

Next (next priority / evolve MDP)

Someday

Now (high priority / MDP)

Next (next priority / evolve MDP)

Someday

Phase 1: Finding Information

Improve employees ability to find past work, templates,
experts and kick-off projects.

Workplace Experiences Improvement Road Map
Journey
Description

TECH EXPERIENCE PRINCIPLES

PHASE ONE

PHASE TWO

FINDING INFORMATION

CONNECTING TO OUR SYSTE
WORKING ANYW
with POOR conn
…WITH POOR CONNECTIVITY
possible work experience in an
typical internet and Wi-Fi infrast

Leveraging PAST WORK

Finding TEMPLATES and IMAGES

Easily find examples of past work to showcase what
we have done or as a starting point for current work.
This way, we can focus on what will bring the most
value to clients and their communities.

Easily find basic brand templates including:
letterheads, word documents, PowerPoint templates,
etc.
Finding document templates such as statements of
work, design standards, reports, offer letters, etc.

Finding employeess based on skill, expertise, and
past project work.

Finding an EXPERT at URBAN

Simplify project set up to ensure relevant tools have
been made readily available and the Technology
team has insight into any client needs.

INITIATING A PROJECT

employeess visit a really effective search experience that quickly connects
employeess to the information they are trying to find.

A dedicated and managed place on Pulse for marketing and brand material with
links to related templates.

Easy to locate people search interface on Pulse.

Create place on Pulse to initiate a new project.

Campaign to encourage people to add content to their profiles.
Consider a tools and templates section, and the ability for individual employeess
to bookmark favorite tools or pages (curate their own list).

Communication strategy to help employeess understand the value of the teamsite
template for managing their current project as well as for helping them find project
information in the future.

Communicate when new templates are available and who to contact for template
updates or to add new templates.

Clear communication about what to use and when. (e.g.. Where to store and
work on CAD files)

Opportunity Sketches

SUPERCHARGE OUR REPUTATION

OUR CHALLENGE QUESTION:
Do the things we do as a technology team make employees
confident that they can bet their reputations on the
experiences we support?

LEAP THOUGHTFULLY
Building on our value of confidence and
humility, whatever we do, through
technology we must…lead our industry and
colleagues collaboratively to the edge of
workplace innovation, but always in the
service of others, never our own egos.

(preliminary solutions sketches - each
area will require further investigation)

WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW

Building on our value of trust, whatever we
do, through technology we must…foster
experiences that support trust between our
team and our clients, in our relationships,
and with our tools, systems, services and
information. Our team’s reputation is our
reputation.

Experience touchpoints and actions
(Interactions, communications, training,
adoption supports, change management)

OUR CHALLENGE QUESTION:
Are we helping our company and our industry leap forward
in the right places, big and small, and learning quickly from
our efforts?

Tech team supports and enables the project team with training and support
where needed.

OUR CHALLENGE QUESTION:
In each and every interaction are we responding to our

Investigate current metadata that can be pulled from file share and leveraged as
a search scope.

Audit current brand templates.
Source best of breed content templates.

Identify important and frequently sourced document types.
Find someone to care for and curate this list.
Create templates for teams that integrate content types and metadata related to
the most frequently sourced document types.

Information on Pulse as a reference for employe
interactions.

Invitation to project team when project is kicked off, including links to any relevant
documents.

Tech team leads project coordinator champion network.

Potential first steps

An infographic placed in each kitchen that expla
connectivity helps raise awareness about the co

Section on Pulse to store information about the different types of site templates
and which to use when.

Orientation material such as introductory emails, and a video walkthrough are
templated.

BE REALLY, REALLY HELPFUL
Building on our value of generosity and
appreciation, whatever we do, through
technology we must… live and breathe an
atmosphere of communication and an
appreciation of customer care. Doing so will
support both great work and innovative
technology.

When kicking off a new project, employeess always create a new teamsite
leveraging one of the project templates on the self service site creation page (all
barriers or potential opt-out opportunities have been removed).

Employees get a one pager from IT or their team
working in conditions with poor connectivity at a
that information.

Start with a small pilot group and leverage available technology and functionality
to minimize customization. Consider Delve, Mysites or a combination of both.

Encourage employeess to use team sites.
Showcase the value of team sites and ease barrier to entry by integrating it into
the project initiation process.

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps em
can expect and what they should do to have the
they get to a remote field location.

s have
ogy

the teamsite
m find project

Phase 2: Connecting to our systems wherever, whenever

Improve employee and clients ability to connect to content,
tools, files, and people from wherever they are.

PHASE TWO

CONNECTING TO OUR SYSTEMS AND CONTENT
WORKING ANYWHERE
with POOR connectivity
…WITH POOR CONNECTIVITY. Having the best
possible work experience in an environment where
typical internet and Wi-Fi infrastructure doesn't exist.

PHASE

INTER
WORKING ANYWHERE
with GOOD connectivity
...ON MS OFFICE DOCS. Having a typical document …ON CAD FILES. Having the ability to do productive,
work experience with documents (ex. Word, Excel,
collaborative design and drafting work from a home
PowerPoint, etc.) from any device, anywhere. This
workstation.
includes the ability to read, create, edit and comment.

Employees get a one pager from IT or their team lead that informs them about
working in conditions with poor connectivity at a time that makes sense to receive
that information.

Ubanites have a similar experience outside of the office as they would in the
office. This includes a mobile access experience on their phones or tablets that
allow them read/write/create/ comment capabilities for Office documents.

An infographic placed in each kitchen that explains working in places with poor
connectivity helps raise awareness about the constraints.

ore and
Information on Pulse as a reference for employees and team leads for self service
interactions.

templates

REVIEWS and MARK-UPS

REMOTE CLIENT PRESENTATIONS

Having the ability to do digital reviews and mark ups
from anywhere on any device.

SHARING content with CLIENTS
Having an easy to use place to keep content that
employeess need to share with clients.

Creat
exper

There ar
journey.
optimal e

Employeess can log into CAD servers via Citrix putting them "closer" to the
content when they are working remotely.

Ubanites follow links from email which opens a PDF in a tool that allows them to
make markup annotations and comments.

Communication between IT and project lead of a new client to organize an
introduction to the client's tech team to organize a dry run of WebEx.

Invitation to the client with access and instructions on how to use the site. The site
should be stocked with project documents before sharing.

Employeess have several opportunities and channels through which to get up to
speed on how to use Citrix.

Employeess see infographics in their offices and support information on Pulse.

One pager on Pulse and in the offices to communicate best practices and trouble
shooting tips for remote presentations. (e.g.. booking meetings 15min early for set
up and trouble shooting time)

Team training on the different site templates and their use.

Employeess see infographics in their offices and support information on Pulse.
Awareness is the main hurdle. Training in groups or one on one could be part of
the adoption strategy where it is deemed that extra support is required.

Teams are given guidance on where to best keep CAD files for the most optimal
sharing and access experience.

Awareness is the main hurdle. Training in groups or one on one could be part of
the adoption strategy where it is deemed that extra support is required.

How mu
Support from IT on project site enhancements such as additional libraries.

What ex
order to

A place on Pulse for self service of WebEx information, including tips and best
practices.

Requires clear and common understanding across the organization of what
system to use and when. Can support and enable certain kinds of work that
include Microsoft products.

How do
good onb

any relevant

ating it into

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps employeess understand what they
can expect and what they should do to have the best experience possible before
they get to a remote field location.

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps employeess understand all the
things that need to be in place for a great work from home experience.

Encourage stakeholders to create a consistent process for managing CAD native
files and published PDFs.

Evaluate SharePoint online.

Investigate tools for remote collaboration on CAD files.

Continue evaluation of Citrix.

Continue evaluation of Citrix.

Do a trial run of Bluebeam Vu and Revu and/or similar tools.

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps employeess understand all the
things that need to be in place for a great WebEx experience.

Evaluate extranet options that meet the security profile. For example, separate
network (DMZ) or separate web app with a gateway appliance.

Help teams trial WebEx sessions ahead of time with a pre-written email
appointment that they can send to clients.

Initiate discovery research to gather insight into the specific needs for external
sharing with clients at .

Map the
stakehol

Phase 3: Internal Systems

Elevate our preboarding and onboarding of new employees,
invoicing, leveraging our data, new technology and our
employee files.
PHASE THREE

BACKLOG

INTERNAL PROCESSES
content with CLIENTS

PREBOARDING and ONBOARDING

REVIEWING draft INVOICES

ANALYZING and summarizing DATA

Finding NEW TECH

Keeping CAREER and salary INFORMATION

Booking VACA

se place to keep content that
share with clients.

Creating an exceptional employee onboarding
experience for everyone.

Creating a draft invoice review process that creates
less friction and duplication of effort.

Creating a more useful output from Deltek so that the
reporting experience is smoother.

Creating an exceptional experience for employeess
that find a new app or device that can help them be
productive.

Storing career and salary information in a repository
that can be privately shared by the coaches and their
mentees.

Ability for an employees to s
vacation days they have and
vacation time.

ess and instructions on how to use the site. The site
documents before sharing.

There are many touchpoints to consider in a pre-boarding and on-boarding
journey. Journey mapping and service blueprinting are good ways to define an
optimal experience. Some questions to conceder:

Draft invoices could be opened on a tablet and marked up as you would on paper,
capturing all the comments digitally.

This journey is mostly about individual knowledge work by an expert. Most
touchpoints will be between the expert, the Deltek application and supporting
applications such at Excel. Some initial training will likely be needed.

A place or social channel to communicate out to colleagues and IT about a
potentially useful piece of new technology.

Coaches and managers are trained where to get, keep, and update salary
information.

Employees go to a place on Pulse that sh
left and walks them through the process fo

How much new information is presented and through which channels?

Interactions with IT that are curious, informative, and helpful rather than skeptical
and protective.

Best practice information is kept on Pulse where managers can use it as a
refresher or quick reference.

Approvers get an email that alerts them to
dates and time available to the employee.

What exactly does a new person need to know at which point along the way in
order to feel as confident and productive as possible?

A well understood process for folding new technology into the technology
landscape.

Managers see the up to date information in the same known place, regardless of
team or branch.

Employees get an email confirming the re

site templates and their use.
enhancements such as additional libraries.

meet the security profile. For example, separate
b app with a gateway appliance.

ather insight into the specific needs for external

Communication to branch leads and coac
new process works. Information on Pulse

How do we best support the hiring manager, who is already busy, in providing a
good onboarding experience to the new employees?

Map the current onboarding experience from the perspective of all the
stakeholders to understand the current state, sequence and points of friction.

Map the current draft creation and review experience from the perspective of all
the stakeholders to understand the current state, sequence and points of friction.

Start with preliminary discovery research to determine how employeess wish the
data came out of Deltek and why - what are they try to do with the data.
Explore a custom solution with an intuitive front end and custom back end to pull
data.

This is a service challenge. First step is to do journey mapping and service
blueprinting to determine where the opportunities lie to refine the experience
employeess have in this scenario.

Map the current state process that coaches go through to maintain this
information.

Map the process and actors involved in bo
Sketch / wireframe the digital experience.

Consider alternatives for secure repositories to store this information (ex.
SharePoint sites, OneNote, Outlook Groups)

Conduct usability testing on the design an

cal

Future: Backlog of opportunities

Continue to evolve our technology, processes and approach.

BACKLOG

Keeping CAREER and salary INFORMATION
Storing career and salary information in a repository
that can be privately shared by the coaches and their
mentees.

Booking VACATION TIME
Ability for an employees to see how many unused
vacation days they have and to submit a request for
vacation time.

Entering TIME
Improve the experience of entering time to promote
better timesheet hygiene.

RESEARCH and INFO gathering

Additional experience backlog items

Staying informed of what is happening in our industry
and our client's industries and business.

project inspection
expenditure request approval
contract forms approval
Collaborate visually
Social media plan
Virtual reality
Hazard Assessment
Wi-Fi connectivity
Hardware replacement
Sketches into infographics

Coaches and managers are trained where to get, keep, and update salary
information.

Employees go to a place on Pulse that shows them how much vacation they have
left and walks them through the process for booking time off.

Touchpoints depend on the solution developed. The sketch depicts alerts to
validate the time already known through systems such as the Outlook calendar.

Employeess could create Outlook Groups to share common intelligence around a
particular topic, practice or client type. Yammer group could do the same.

Best practice information is kept on Pulse where managers can use it as a
refresher or quick reference.

Approvers get an email that alerts them to a vacation request and shows the
dates and time available to the employee.

Communication to branch leads and coaches and all employeess about how the
new process works. Information on Pulse that people can find on their own.

RSS feeds that were crafted to specific topic areas could be consumed through
organized pages and feeds on Pulse.

Managers see the up to date information in the same known place, regardless of
team or branch.

Employees get an email confirming the request.

Any new feeds would be communicated out through multiple communication
channels, email, Pulse, print, word of mouth.

Communication to branch leads and coaches and all employeess about how the
new process works. Information on Pulse that people can find on their own.

Map the current state process that coaches go through to maintain this
information.

Map the process and actors involved in booking and approving vacation requests.

Consider all the channels for communicating and training employeess on all the
current ways that they can enter their time.

Sketch / wireframe the digital experience.
Consider alternatives for secure repositories to store this information (ex.
SharePoint sites, OneNote, Outlook Groups)

Alternatively: Sketch / wireframe a better digital experience.

Survey employeess on what kinds of industry, government and client information
they are often seeking to understand the themes and commonalities. Then
research potential news outlets, aggregators and RSS feeds that could provide
that information.

Conduct usability testing on the design and employee experience.
Conduct usability testing on the design and experience.

Determine the best location on Pulse and other channels that could be useful for
employees to receive this information.

With all the business problems prioritized and
organized we can zoom in and focus on what’s
most important.

Opportunity
Value to the Employee
Value to the Business
Success Metrics
ç
Content Revisions and Evolution
Key Communication Activities
People and Process
Change Appetite
Training
Key Adoption Considerations

ç

mprovement Road Map

PHASE ONE

PHASE TWO

FINDING INFORMATION
Journey
Description

Leveraging PAST WORK

Finding TEMPLATES and IMAGES

Finding an EXPERT at URBAN

INITIATING A PROJECT

Easily find examples of past work to showcase what
we have done or as a starting point for current work.
This way, we can focus on what will bring the most
value to clients and their communities.

Easily find basic brand templates including:
letterheads, word documents, PowerPoint templates,
etc.
Finding document templates such as statements of
work, design standards, reports, offer letters, etc.

Finding Urbanites based on skill, expertise, and past
project work.

Simplify project set up to ensure relevant tools have
been made readily available and the Technology team
has insight into any client needs.

Urbanites visit a really effective search experience that quickly connects Urbanites
to the information they are trying to find.

A dedicated and managed place on Pulse for marketing and brand material with
links to related templates.

Easy to locate people search interface on Pulse.

Create place on Pulse to initiate a new project.

Campaign to encourage people to add content to their profiles.
When kicking off a new project, Urbanites always create a new teamsite leveraging
one of the project templates on the self service site creation page (all barriers or
potential opt-out opportunities have been removed).

Consider a tools and templates section, and the ability for individual Urbanites to
bookmark favorite tools or pages (curate their own list).

Communication strategy to help Urbanites understand the value of the teamsite
template for managing their current project as well as for helping them find project
information in the future.

CONNECTING TO URBAN
WORKING ANYWHERE
with POOR connectivity
…WITH POOR CONNECTIVITY. Having the best
possible work experience in an environment where
typical internet and Wi-Fi infrastructure doesn't exist.

PHASE 3

BACKLOG

Internal processes
WORKING ANYWHERE
with GOOD connectivity
...ON MS OFFICE DOCS. Having a typical document
…ON CAD FILES. Having the ability to do productive,
work experience with documents (ex. Word, Excel,
collaborative design and drafting work from a home
PowerPoint, etc.) from any device, anywhere. This
workstation.
includes the ability to read, create, edit and comment.

REVIEWS and MARK-UPS

REMOTE CLIENT PRESENTATIONS

Having the ability to do digital reviews and mark ups
from anywhere on any device.

SHARING content with CLIENTS

PREBOARDING and ONBOARDING

REVIEWING draft INVOICES

ANALYZING and summarizing DATA

Finding NEW TECH

Keeping CAREER and salary INFORMATION

Booking VACATION TIME

Having an easy to use place to keep content that
Urbanites need to share with clients.

Creating an exceptional employee onboarding
experience for everyone.

Creating a draft invoice review process that creates
less friction and duplication of effort.

Creating a more useful output from Deltek so that the
reporting experience is smoother.

Creating an exceptional experience for Urbanites that
find a new app or device that can help them be
productive.

Storing career and salary information in a repository
that can be privately shared by the coaches and their
mentees.

Ability for an Urbanite to see how many unused
vacation days they have and to submit a reque
vacation time.

There are many touchpoints to consider in a pre-boarding and on-boarding journey.
Journey mapping and service blueprinting are good ways to define an optimal
experience. Some questions to conceder:

Draft invoices could be opened on a tablet and marked up as you would on paper,
capturing all the comments digitally.

This journey is mostly about individual knowledge work by an expert. Most
touchpoints will be between the expert, the Deltek application and supporting
applications such at Excel. Some initial training will likely be needed.

Opportunity Sketches

WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW

(preliminary solutions sketches - each
area will require further investigation)

Experience touchpoints and actions
(Interactions, communications, training,
adoption supports, change management)

Tech team supports and enables the project team with training and support where
needed.

Communicate when new templates are available and who to contact for template
updates or to add new templates.

Clear communication about what to use and when. (e.g.. Where to store and work
on CAD files)

Urbanites see infographics in their offices and support information on Pulse.

Information on Pulse as a reference for employees and team leads for self service
interactions.

Awareness is the main hurdle. Training in groups or one on one could be part of the
adoption strategy where it is deemed that extra support is required.

Urbanites can log into CAD servers via Citrix putting them "closer" to the content
when they are working remotely.

Ubanites follow links from email which opens a PDF in a tool that allows them to
make markup annotations and comments.

Communication between IT and project lead of a new client to organize an
introduction to the client's tech team to organize a dry run of WebEx.

Invitation to the client with access and instructions on how to use the site. The site
should be stocked with project documents before sharing.

Urbanites have several opportunities and channels through which to get up to
speed on how to use Citrix.

Urbanites see infographics in their offices and support information on Pulse.

One pager on Pulse and in the offices to communicate best practices and trouble
shooting tips for remote presentations. (e.g.. booking meetings 15min early for set
up and trouble shooting time)

Team training on the different site templates and their use.

Teams are given guidance on where to best keep CAD files for the most optimal
sharing and access experience.

Awareness is the main hurdle. Training in groups or one on one could be part of the
adoption strategy where it is deemed that extra support is required.

Audit current brand templates.

Start with a small pilot group and leverage available technology and functionality to
minimize customization. Consider Delve, Mysites or a combination of both.

Source best of breed content templates.

Encourage Urbanites to use team sites.
Showcase the value of team sites and ease barrier to entry by integrating it into the
project initiation process.

Identify important and frequently sourced document types.

A place on Pulse for self service of WebEx information, including tips and best
practices.

Requires clear and common understanding across the organization of what system
to use and when. Can support and enable certain kinds of work that include
Microsoft products.

"I can find past examples of our work to showcase and win new work."

"I know where to go to find the most up-to-date template and have confidence that
it is the best place to start."

"I can find examples of our past work to help leap us forward when starting new
work, allowing our team to focus our efforts and attention on things that will bring
the biggest value to our clients."

VALUE GENERATION

Coaches and managers are trained where to get, keep, and update salary
information.

Employees go to a place on Pulse that shows them how much vacation
left and walks them through the process for booking time off.

Interactions with IT that are curious, informative, and helpful rather than skeptical
and protective.

Best practice information is kept on Pulse where managers can use it as a refresher
or quick reference.

Approvers get an email that alerts them to a vacation request and show
and time available to the employee.

What exactly does a new person need to know at which point along the way in
order to feel as confident and productive as possible?

A well understood process for folding new technology into the Urban Systems
technology landscape.

Managers see the up to date information in the same known place, regardless of
team or branch.

Employees get an email confirming the request.

Communication to branch leads and coaches and all urbanites about h
process works. Information on Pulse that people can find on their own.

How do we best support the hiring manager, who is already busy, in providing a
good onboarding experience to the new urbanite?

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps Urbanites understand what they can
expect and what they should do to have the best experience possible before they
get to a remote field location.

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps urbanites understand all the things
that need to be in place for a great work from home experience.

Encourage stakeholders to create a consistent process for managing CAD native
files and published PDFs.

Evaluate SharePoint online.

Investigate tools for remote collaboration on CAD files.

Continue evaluation of Citrix.

Continue evaluation of Citrix.

"My office documents expectations are totally met when I am out of the office."

"I feel like I can work on design documents as efficiently from home as I can from
the office."

Do a trial run of Bluebeam Vu and Revu and/or similar tools.

Find someone to care for and curate this list.
Create templates for teams that integrate content types and metadata related to
the most frequently sourced document types.

Value to Employee

A place or social channel to communicate out to colleagues and IT about a
potentially useful piece of new technology.

How much new information is presented and through which channels?
Support from IT on project site enhancements such as additional libraries.

Invitation to project team when project is kicked off, including links to any relevant
documents.

Tech team leads project coordinator champion network.

Investigate current metadata that can be pulled from file share and leveraged as a
search scope.

Ubanites have a similar experience outside of the office as they would in the office.
This includes a mobile access experience on their phones or tablets that allow
them read/write/create/ comment capabilities for Office documents.

An infographic placed in each kitchen that explains working in places with poor
connectivity helps raise awareness about the constraints.

Section on Pulse to store information about the different types of site templates
and which to use when.

Orientation material such as introductory emails, and a video walkthrough are
templated.

Potential first steps

Employees get a one pager from IT or their team lead that informs them about
working in conditions with poor connectivity at a time that makes sense to receive
that information.

"I don't have to have a network or rely heavily on my senior colleagues' network to
find experts in our organization that I can reach out to."

"I have a place to start uploading documents that will help the team get started"

"I can search for people based on their role and skill."

"I'm more confident because I better understand what my working limitations might
be when I'm in a poor connectivity environment."

"I feel confident when I know that Urban has a consistent, trusted, efficient process
for marking up design work."

"I feel reassured that I've prepared and done everything I can do under the
circumstances. "

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps Urbanites understand all the things
that need to be in place for a great WebEx experience.

Evaluate extranet options that meet the Urban Systems security profile. For
example, separate network (DMZ) or separate web app with a gateway appliance.

Help teams trial WebEx sessions ahead of time with a pre-written email
appointment that they can send to clients.

Initiate discovery research to gather insight into the specific needs for external
sharing with clients at Urban Systems.

"Client presentations are often the culmination of a lot of hard work. It’s the moment
that we want to shine the brightest and having the confidence that the technology is
going to work seamlessly in that moment has a tremendous impact on the
communication and perception of our hard work."

"Having a reliable, easy way to share information and deliverables with our clients is
a core characteristic of being a true consultancy."

Map the current onboarding experience from the perspective of all the stakeholders
to understand the current state, sequence and points of friction.

Map the current draft creation and review experience from the perspective of all the
stakeholders to understand the current state, sequence and points of friction.

Start with preliminary discovery research to determine how urbanites wish the data
came out of Deltek and why - what are they try to do with the data.

This is a service challenge. First step is to do journey mapping and service
blueprinting to determine where the opportunities lie to refine the experience
urbanites have in this scenario.

Explore a custom solution with an intuitive front end and custom back end to pull
data.

"As a new Urbanite, I’m able to be more confident and productive sooner when I
have a smooth onboarding experience."

Map the current state process that coaches go through to maintain this information.

Map the process and actors involved in booking and approving vacatio

Consider alternatives for secure repositories to store this information (ex.
SharePoint sites, OneNote, Outlook Groups)

Sketch / wireframe the digital experience.
Conduct usability testing on the design and employee experience.

"I can provide tremendous value to Urban Systems when it's easy to analyze and
manipulate our data."

"I feel most productive and creative when I have the autonomy to explore and
experiment with new technology to make my work easier and better."

"I need to be able to trust that the salary information I have is correct when I'm
doing reviews with the people I manage."

Frequency that someone needs reporting out of Deltek in a way that is not currently
available.

Frequency that someone has new tech that they want to use at Urban.

Adoption indicators that measure use of the system.

"Vacation is an important time to recharge. I want to have confidence I
vacation time I have available."

"Our clients feel like they are getting the most value when they have easy,
immediate access to all that we create and produce."

"I feel like I no longer need to consider a compromise between being on site with
the client and being productive."

Audience size

Change aptitude

Business Impact

SUCCESS METRICS

INVESTMENT

Effort
(Time and effort for the Urban Systems
technology team)

Cost

$$$

(Hiring external expertise or technology cost)

Key metrics
(How will we know we are successful?)

$

Findability survey - set a baseline and measure against it post improvement.

Findability survey - set a baseline and measure against it post improvement.

Start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned searches etc.)

Start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned searches etc.)

Track the number of additions to the project "exemplars" library.

Create 'Best-bets' based on commonly searched terms.

$$
Set up analytics to start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned
searches etc.)

$
Track the number of sites that are created and use frequency.

$
Measure hits on the portal page for this information.

$$$
Measure document access and usage statistics for SharePoint online and mobile
devices.

Measure the number and frequency of calls that come to IT for working in
conditions with poor connectivity.

$$$

$$

Solicit user feedback

Baseline the time spent on drawing reviews to measure the future state against.

Set CAD performance benchmarks, measure against regularly.

Collect feedback from the project teams.

$
General IT support survey question about support for this experience.

$$$
Usage statistics in project sites.
Upload and downloads from client users in project sites.
Monitor attachments and inbox sizes.

$
Measure the duration for completing the onboarding checklist.

Measure the turn around time for completing drafts.
Survey staff on engagement on satisfaction with the process.

Survey new hires at a meaningful interval, one week, 3 months about engagement
and productivity.

Time to produce the report by hand (current baseline)

Longer-term measurement of attrition.

Satisfaction survey and feedback opportunities for stakeholders.

Understanding and satisfaction with the service from IT and the process of
exploring new technologies at Urban Systems.

$$

Track the number of successful requests through the new system and
feedback on the heals of completing a request, perhaps in their confirm

Short, check in interviews with managers at review time to gather feedback on the
new system.

Track 'Best-bets' to see how often they are used.

・Curator of best work
・Project Leads
・Project Co-coordinators
・Project Teams

・Curator of marketing and brand material
・Curator of templates

・Urbanites to update their own profile

(Which people and processes need to be in
place to make this feature successful?)

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・Project team
・BAMs
・IT

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAMs
・IT
・Infographic designer

・All urbanites
・IT

・CAD techs
・IT

・Project Leads
・Project Co-coordinators
・Project Teams (CAD techs)

・Clients
・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・IT

・Clients
・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・IT

・Hiring manager
・Coach
・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・HR
・Payroll
・IT

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・Accounts receivable

・Branch leads
・BAMs
・Finance
・Leadership

・IT
・All Urbanites
・Leadership

・Manager
・Coach
・BAM
・Payroll

・IT
・All Urbanites
・Leadership

Processes

Requires regular rhythm of investigating search analytics for most searched terms,
abandoned searches to help tune and improve search.

Requires regular rhythms for a SME/curator group to evaluate, update and upload
new templates or best of breed examples.

Process for creating a new employee profile and encouraging them to add to it as
part of onboarding and how a former employee profile is removed.

Workflow for creating a new site.

Sharing information at project kick offs.

Storage of shared content online.
Emailing links rather than attachments.

Log in through Citrix

Configuring drawing repositories to be shared through the PDF mark up tool.

Dry run trails between IT teams

Ensuring project teams are emailing links rather than sending attachments.

There are many processes to preboarding and on-boarding and these would need
to be mapped and understood. Some important processes include:

Data entry into Deltek
Review and mark ups

Reporting out of Deltek

Introducing a new tech idea to Urban Systems and IT. What are the channels? Who
needs to know?

Salary adjustments - approvals and changes made in Deltek.

Redirect people trying to use the old process to the new tool and workf

Submission process and criteria for a brand photo library.

Starting meetings with designated tech time, 15 min. early with a person on each
end to allow for tech set up and troubleshooting.

Supporting teams in maintaining access (login info)

Proper categorization of content including:
・Creation and use of managed and inherited metadata;
・Urbanites putting content in the right place

Communication of the process through appropriate channels, such as Pulse.

Communication of the process through appropriate channels, such as Pulse.

Communication of the process through appropriate channels, such as

Now best practices - This is emerging practice.

Set a consistent process for all of Urban Systems so that the sensitive information
is kept confidential and the team in payroll can be efficient.

Groups

Groups *
Team sites *

People and roles

Workflow for decommissioning or archive an old site.

・Being entered into Deltek and being made a billable resource if applicable.
Upload documents to project site before inviting the client so that the first
impression is not an empty site.

Validation of the new tech by IT for corporate compliance and security
considerations.

・Being given a desk, a phone, a computer, an AD account and email address,
along with access to other appropriate work tools.

Assessment of the tool against other available alternatives.

・Initiation of pay and benefits

Assessment of need across Urban Systems.

Consider create a decision log on a project team site.

・Best bets for new urbanites. New hires page on the portal. Onboarding checklist
on the portal.

Information and data considerations

Urban wide taxonomy (created by/with SMEs)
Project templates and clear explanation of their use

Image quality requirements.

Review Active Directory and profile photo database.

A tech expert will need to write the tip sheets and work with someone to publish
them to the portal. A graphic designer could be needed for the creation of an
infographic.

Consider naming conventions for templates and associated taxonomy.

Content is created by all employees. It will be sharable as long as it is stored in the
right places

CAD native file storage in each branch

Tech expert to write the how to one pager and trouble shooting tips.

Content is created by the project teams. Use of simple meta data and proper
placement of deliverables will improve searchability of documents in the future.

Best practices or rules

All client projects should be run in a project site so that it can be indexed and
searched later (remove any percieved friction or barriers to entry such as internal
fee/cost to project).
*CAD native files will be kept in file share.

Best practices for selecting a profile photo.

Best practice about what site template to use and where.

An up to date on-boarding checklist

Time entry

none

Relevant templates and information
Consider creating a separate section for documents that are not to be shared with
clients.
Storing content in SharePoint Online so that it can be accessed anywhere.

May be some professional standards or best practices to reference here.

Best practice about what site template to use and where.

Best practice about where project work should happen and why.

Employee handbooks and role descriptions
On-boarding check list should be managed with the help of an automated workflow
to be sure that no important tasks get forgotten or cause unnecessary delays.

Best practice about where project work should happen and why.

Technology
(What technology could support this journey?)

Office 365 (Microsoft Cloud)
Delve
Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)
Groups
Team sites
Yammer
Go (intranet platform)

Delve *

Delve *
Groups
Team sites **

Team sites **
Go (intranet platform)

Go (intranet platform) - People Finder **

Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)
Groups
Team sites *

Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)
Groups
Team sites *
Yammer

Go (intranet platform) - teamsite directory

Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)

Yammer
Go (intranet platform)

Yammer
Go (intranet platform)

Go (intranet platform) **

Go (intranet platform)

POTENTIAL TECH

SharePoint Extranet (on prem.)
SharePoint search
Extranet project sites

SharePoint search ***- promoted results and refiners
Extranet project sites

Search driven site directory
Self serve site creation for projects

Extranet project sites *

Extranet project sites *

SharePoint intranet (on prem.)
Mysites
"Pulse" intranet
SharePoint search
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)
Mark-up tools (e.g.. Bluebeam)
Analytics tools (e.g.. Google analytics)
Slack?
Citrix
Tech notes

Mysites***
SharePoint search ***

"Pulse" intranet
SharePoint search
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)

Pulse
SharePoint search
Site provisioning workflow
Mark-up tools (e.g.. Bluebeam)

"Pulse" intranet
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)
Mark-up tools (e.g.. Bluebeam)

"Pulse" intranet **
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex) ***

Analytics tools (e.g.. Google analytics)
Slack
* Nice to have: Delve relies on machine learning based on who and what
information a person is interacting with or files they are working on (including skype
chats and topics). This can start learning in the background but don't recommend
heavily promoting it initially.

*Cloud Delve: Microsoft is investing in advancing this and using big data to help
make it function well. Less control than with Mysites, doesn't integrate well with
other systems. More custom search queries can be created (e.g.. past projects,
topic) with custom development.

Taxonomy of terms needs to be created and maintained.

**Habanero 'Go' has auto complete built in. Currently searches first name and last
name, could be customized to search based on skillset and project info.

**Teamsite (could be in the cloud or onprem pending customization requirements
and storage needs)
Include 2-4 team site templates with consistent architecture and applied metadata
(automate as much as possible).

***Mysites: Microsoft is moving away from Mysites, we don't recommend waiting for
LinkedIn

Need to create clarity of what to use when.
* Groups is another area that Microsoft is investing in.
** For more customized templates team sites are a better option.

* CAD files that are exported to PDF can be accessed this way, working CAD files
will still be accessed via file share.

Citrix
Requires locally installed software or remote desktop

Keep an eye on new technology solutions that are easier to use for clients or that
clients are adopting.

Investigate web services to streamline and clean up data export to excel.

Create Yammer groups around business processes or teams.

* Groups or team sites could be leveraged as the secure collaboration area between
employee and coach or manager.
** Pulse or a new cloud based intranet would be the logical place to communicate the
necessary information for people to understand "Getting Better" and any annual
review information specifically.
*** Potential to use a workflow to manage approvals of increases and govern
communication of salary adjustments to payroll.

"Pulse" intranet
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)

mprovement Road Map

PHASE ONE

FINDING INFORMATION
Journey
Description

Leveraging PAST WORK

Finding TEMPLATES and IMAGES

Finding an EXPERT at URBAN

INITIATING A PROJECT

Easily find examples of past work to showcase what
we have done or as a starting point for current work.
This way, we can focus on what will bring the most
value to clients and their communities.

Easily find basic brand templates including:
letterheads, word documents, PowerPoint templates,
etc.
Finding document templates such as statements of
work, design standards, reports, offer letters, etc.

Finding Urbanites based on skill, expertise, and past
project work.

Simplify project set up to ensure relevant tools have
been made readily available and the Technology team
has insight into any client needs.

Urbanites visit a really effective search experience that quickly connects Urbanites
to the information they are trying to find.

A dedicated and managed place on Pulse for marketing and brand material with
links to related templates.

Easy to locate people search interface on Pulse.

Create place on Pulse to initiate a new project.

Campaign to encourage people to add content to their profiles.
When kicking off a new project, Urbanites always create a new teamsite leveraging
one of the project templates on the self service site creation page (all barriers or
potential opt-out opportunities have been removed).

Consider a tools and templates section, and the ability for individual Urbanites to
bookmark favorite tools or pages (curate their own list).

Communication strategy to help Urbanites understand the value of the teamsite
template for managing their current project as well as for helping them find project
information in the future.

Communicate when new templates are available and who to contact for template
updates or to add new templates.

Clear communication about what to use and when. (e.g.. Where to store and work
on CAD files)

CONN
WOR
with
…WITH POOR CO
possible work exper
typical internet and

Opportunity Sketches

WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW

(preliminary solutions sketches - each
area will require further investigation)

Experience touchpoints and actions
(Interactions, communications, training,
adoption supports, change management)

Tech team supports and enables the project team with training and support where
needed.

Information on Pulse as a refe
interactions.

Invitation to project team when project is kicked off, including links to any relevant
documents.

Tech team leads project coordinator champion network.

Investigate current metadata that can be pulled from file share and leveraged as a
search scope.

An infographic placed in each
connectivity helps raise aware

Section on Pulse to store information about the different types of site templates
and which to use when.

Orientation material such as introductory emails, and a video walkthrough are
templated.

Potential first steps

Employees get a one pager fr
working in conditions with poo
that information.

Audit current brand templates.

Start with a small pilot group and leverage available technology and functionality to
minimize customization. Consider Delve, Mysites or a combination of both.

Source best of breed content templates.

Encourage Urbanites to use team sites.
Showcase the value of team sites and ease barrier to entry by integrating it into the
project initiation process.

Identify important and frequently sourced document types.

Create a one-pager or infogra
expect and what they should d
get to a remote field location.

Find someone to care for and curate this list.
Create templates for teams that integrate content types and metadata related to
the most frequently sourced document types.

Value to Employee

"I can find past examples of our work to showcase and win new work."

VALUE GENERATION

"I can find examples of our past work to help leap us forward when starting new
work, allowing our team to focus our efforts and attention on things that will bring
the biggest value to our clients."

"I know where to go to find the most up-to-date template and have confidence that
it is the best place to start."

"I don't have to have a network or rely heavily on my senior colleagues' network to
find experts in our organization that I can reach out to."
"I can search for people based on their role and skill."

"I have a place to start uploading documents that will help the team get started"

"I'm more confident because I
be when I'm in a poor connect

"I feel reassured that I've prep
circumstances. "

"I feel like I no longer need to
the client and being productive

Audience size

Change aptitude

Business Impact

Tech team supports and enables the project team with training and support where
needed.

updates or to add new templates.

on CAD files)
Section on Pulse to store information about the different types of site templates
and which to use when.

Orientation material such as introductory emails, and a video walkthrough are
templated.

Invitation to project team when project is kicked off, including links to any relevant
documents.

Tech team leads project coordinator champion network.

Potential first steps

Investigate current metadata that can be pulled from file share and leveraged as a
search scope.

Information on Pulse as a refe
interactions.

Audit current brand templates.

Start with a small pilot group and leverage available technology and functionality to
minimize customization. Consider Delve, Mysites or a combination of both.

Source best of breed content templates.

Encourage Urbanites to use team sites.
Showcase the value of team sites and ease barrier to entry by integrating it into the
project initiation process.

Identify important and frequently sourced document types.

Create a one-pager or infogra
expect and what they should d
get to a remote field location.

Find someone to care for and curate this list.
Create templates for teams that integrate content types and metadata related to
the most frequently sourced document types.

Value to Employee

"I can find past examples of our work to showcase and win new work."

"I know where to go to find the most up-to-date template and have confidence that
it is the best place to start."

VALUE GENERATION

"I can find examples of our past work to help leap us forward when starting new
work, allowing our team to focus our efforts and attention on things that will bring
the biggest value to our clients."

"I don't have to have a network or rely heavily on my senior colleagues' network to
find experts in our organization that I can reach out to."

"I have a place to start uploading documents that will help the team get started"

"I can search for people based on their role and skill."

"I'm more confident because I
be when I'm in a poor connect

"I feel reassured that I've prep
circumstances. "

"I feel like I no longer need to
the client and being productive

Audience size

Change aptitude

Business Impact

SUCCESS METRICS

INVESTMENT

Effort
(Time and effort for the Urban Systems
technology team)

Cost

$$$

(Hiring external expertise or technology cost)

Key metrics
(How will we know we are successful?)

$

Findability survey - set a baseline and measure against it post improvement.

Findability survey - set a baseline and measure against it post improvement.

Start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned searches etc.)

Start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned searches etc.)

Track the number of additions to the project "exemplars" library.

Create 'Best-bets' based on commonly searched terms.

$$
Set up analytics to start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned
searches etc.)

$
Track the number of sites that are created and use frequency.

Measure hits on the portal pag

Measure the number and freq
conditions with poor connectiv

Track 'Best-bets' to see how often they are used.

・Curator of best work
・Project Leads
・Project Co-coordinators
・Project Teams

・Curator of marketing and brand material
・Curator of templates

・Urbanites to update their own profile

(Which people and processes need to be in
place to make this feature successful?)

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・Project team
・BAMs
・IT

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAMs
・IT
・Infographic designer

Processes

Requires regular rhythm of investigating search analytics for most searched terms,
abandoned searches to help tune and improve search.

Requires regular rhythms for a SME/curator group to evaluate, update and upload
new templates or best of breed examples.

Process for creating a new employee profile and encouraging them to add to it as
part of onboarding and how a former employee profile is removed.

Workflow for creating a new site.

Sharing information at project

Proper categorization of content including:
・Creation and use of managed and inherited metadata;
・Urbanites putting content in the right place

Submission process and criteria for a brand photo library.

Urban wide taxonomy (created by/with SMEs)
Project templates and clear explanation of their use

Image quality requirements.

People and roles

Workflow for decommissioning or archive an old site.

Information and data considerations

Review Active Directory and profile photo database.

A tech expert will need to write
them to the portal. A graphic d

SUCCESS METRI

Key metrics
(How will we know we are successful?)

searches etc.)
Start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned searches etc.)

Start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned searches etc.)

Track the number of additions to the project "exemplars" library.

Create 'Best-bets' based on commonly searched terms.

Measure the number and freq
conditions with poor connectiv

Track 'Best-bets' to see how often they are used.

・Curator of best work
・Project Leads
・Project Co-coordinators
・Project Teams

・Curator of marketing and brand material
・Curator of templates

・Urbanites to update their own profile

(Which people and processes need to be in
place to make this feature successful?)

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・Project team
・BAMs
・IT

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAMs
・IT
・Infographic designer

Processes

Requires regular rhythm of investigating search analytics for most searched terms,
abandoned searches to help tune and improve search.

Requires regular rhythms for a SME/curator group to evaluate, update and upload
new templates or best of breed examples.

Process for creating a new employee profile and encouraging them to add to it as
part of onboarding and how a former employee profile is removed.

Workflow for creating a new site.

Sharing information at project

Proper categorization of content including:
・Creation and use of managed and inherited metadata;
・Urbanites putting content in the right place

Submission process and criteria for a brand photo library.

Urban wide taxonomy (created by/with SMEs)
Project templates and clear explanation of their use

Image quality requirements.

People and roles

Workflow for decommissioning or archive an old site.

Information and data considerations

Review Active Directory and profile photo database.

A tech expert will need to write
them to the portal. A graphic d
infographic.

Consider naming conventions for templates and associated taxonomy.

Best practices or rules

All client projects should be run in a project site so that it can be indexed and
searched later (remove any percieved friction or barriers to entry such as internal
fee/cost to project).
*CAD native files will be kept in file share.

Best practices for selecting a profile photo.

Delve *

Delve *

Best practice about what site template to use and where.
Best practice about where project work should happen and why.

Technology
(What technology could support this journey?)

Office 365 (Microsoft Cloud)
Delve
Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)
Groups
Team sites
Yammer
Go (intranet platform)

Groups
Team sites **

Team sites **
Go (intranet platform)

Go (intranet platform) - People Finder **

Go (intranet platform) - teamsite directory

POTENTIAL TECH

SharePoint Extranet (on prem.)
SharePoint search
Extranet project sites

SharePoint search ***- promoted results and refiners
Extranet project sites

Search driven site directory
Self serve site creation for projects

SharePoint intranet (on prem.)
Mysites
"Pulse" intranet
SharePoint search
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)
Mark-up tools (e.g.. Bluebeam)
Analytics tools (e.g.. Google analytics)
Slack?
Citrix
Tech notes

Mysites***
SharePoint search ***

Pulse
SharePoint search
Site provisioning workflow

Analytics tools (e.g.. Google analytics)

* Nice to have: Delve relies on machine learning based on who and what
information a person is interacting with or files they are working on (including skype
chats and topics). This can start learning in the background but don't recommend
heavily promoting it initially.

*Cloud Delve: Microsoft is investing in advancing this and using big data to help
make it function well. Less control than with Mysites, doesn't integrate well with
other systems. More custom search queries can be created (e.g.. past projects,
topic) with custom development.

Taxonomy of terms needs to be created and maintained.

**Habanero 'Go' has auto complete built in. Currently searches first name and last
name, could be customized to search based on skillset and project info.

**Teamsite (could be in the cloud or onprem pending customization requirements
and storage needs)
Include 2-4 team site templates with consistent architecture and applied metadata
(automate as much as possible).

***Mysites: Microsoft is moving away from Mysites, we don't recommend waiting for
LinkedIn

Need to create clarity of what to use when.
* Groups is another area that Microsoft is investing in.
** For more customized templates team sites are a better option.

“

The roadmap and vision work was a
revelation. This change requires a
program approach between culture,
technology, and communications.
CEO

Workplace Experiences Improvement Road Map

PHASE ONE

Urban Systems

PHASE TWO

FINDING INFORMATION
Journey
Description

TECH EXPERIENCE PRINCIPLES

Leveraging PAST WORK
Easily find examples of past work to showcase what
we have done or as a starting point for current work.
This way, we can focus on what will bring the most
value to clients and their communities.

Finding TEMPLATES and IMAGES

Finding an EXPERT at URBAN

INITIATING A PROJECT

Easily find basic brand templates including:
letterheads, word documents, PowerPoint templates,
etc.
Finding document templates such as statements of
work, design standards, reports, offer letters, etc.

Finding Urbanites based on skill, expertise, and past
project work.

Simplify project set up to ensure relevant tools have
been made readily available and the Technology team
has insight into any client needs.

CONNECTING TO URBAN
WORKING ANYWHERE
with POOR connectivity
…WITH POOR CONNECTIVITY. Having the best
possible work experience in an environment where
typical internet and Wi-Fi infrastructure doesn't exist.

PHASE 3

BACKLOG

Internal processes
WORKING ANYWHERE
with GOOD connectivity
...ON MS OFFICE DOCS. Having a typical document
…ON CAD FILES. Having the ability to do productive,
work experience with documents (ex. Word, Excel,
collaborative design and drafting work from a home
PowerPoint, etc.) from any device, anywhere. This
workstation.
includes the ability to read, create, edit and comment.

REVIEWS and MARK-UPS

REMOTE CLIENT PRESENTATIONS

Having the ability to do digital reviews and mark ups
from anywhere on any device.

SHARING content with CLIENTS
Having an easy to use place to keep content that
Urbanites need to share with clients.

PREBOARDING and ONBOARDING
Creating an exceptional employee onboarding
experience for everyone.

REVIEWING draft INVOICES
Creating a draft invoice review process that creates
less friction and duplication of effort.

ANALYZING and summarizing DATA

Finding NEW TECH

Keeping CAREER and salary INFORMATION

Creating a more useful output from Deltek so that the
reporting experience is smoother.

Creating an exceptional experience for Urbanites that
find a new app or device that can help them be
productive.

Storing career and salary information in a repository
that can be privately shared by the coaches and their
mentees.

Booking VACATION TIME
Ability for an Urbanite to see how many unused
vacation days they have and to submit a request for
vacation time.

Entering TIME
Improve the experience of entering time to promote
better timesheet hygiene.

RESEARCH and INFO gathering

project inspection
expenditure request approval
contract forms approval
Collaborate visually
Social media plan
Virtual reality
Hazard Assessment
Wi-Fi connectivity
Hardware replacement
Sketches into infographics

Opportunity Sketches
(preliminary solutions sketches - each
area will require further investigation)

Building on our value of trust, whatever we
do, through technology we must…foster
experiences that support trust between our
team and our clients, in our relationships,
and with our tools, systems, services and
information. Our team’s reputation is our
reputation.
OUR CHALLENGE QUESTION:

LEAP THOUGHTFULLY
Building on our value of confidence and
humility, whatever we do, through
technology we must…lead our industry and
colleagues collaboratively to the edge of
workplace innovation, but always in the
service of others, never our own egos.

WORKPLACE EXPERIENCE OVERVIEW

SUPERCHARGE OUR
REPUTATION

Experience touchpoints and actions
(Interactions, communications, training,
adoption supports, change management)

OUR CHALLENGE QUESTION:
Are we helping our company and our industry leap forward
in the right places, big and small, and learning quickly from

Potential first steps

Clear communication about what to use and when. (e.g.. Where to store and work
on CAD files)

Investigate current metadata that can be pulled from file share and leveraged as a
search scope.

Employees get a one pager from IT or their team lead that informs them about
working in conditions with poor connectivity at a time that makes sense to receive
that information.

Ubanites have a similar experience outside of the office as they would in the office.
This includes a mobile access experience on their phones or tablets that allow
them read/write/create/ comment capabilities for Office documents.

Urbanites can log into CAD servers via Citrix putting them "closer" to the content
when they are working remotely.

Ubanites follow links from email which opens a PDF in a tool that allows them to
make markup annotations and comments.

Communication between IT and project lead of a new client to organize an
introduction to the client's tech team to organize a dry run of WebEx.

Invitation to the client with access and instructions on how to use the site. The site
should be stocked with project documents before sharing.

One pager on Pulse and in the offices to communicate best practices and trouble
shooting tips for remote presentations. (e.g.. booking meetings 15min early for set
up and trouble shooting time)

Team training on the different site templates and their use.

Urbanites see infographics in their offices and support information on Pulse.

Urbanites have several opportunities and channels through which to get up to
speed on how to use Citrix.

Urbanites see infographics in their offices and support information on Pulse.

An infographic placed in each kitchen that explains working in places with poor
connectivity helps raise awareness about the constraints.

Awareness is the main hurdle. Training in groups or one on one could be part of the
adoption strategy where it is deemed that extra support is required.

Teams are given guidance on where to best keep CAD files for the most optimal
sharing and access experience.

Information on Pulse as a reference for employees and team leads for self service
interactions.

Section on Pulse to store information about the different types of site templates
and which to use when.

Awareness is the main hurdle. Training in groups or one on one could be part of the
adoption strategy where it is deemed that extra support is required.

Requires clear and common understanding across the organization of what system
to use and when. Can support and enable certain kinds of work that include
Microsoft products.

"I can find past examples of our work to showcase and win new work."

Audit current brand templates.

Start with a small pilot group and leverage available technology and functionality to
minimize customization. Consider Delve, Mysites or a combination of both.

"I know where to go to find the most up-to-date template and have confidence that
it is the best place to start."

VALUE GENERATION

"I can find examples of our past work to help leap us forward when starting new
work, allowing our team to focus our efforts and attention on things that will bring
the biggest value to our clients."

Encourage Urbanites to use team sites.
Showcase the value of team sites and ease barrier to entry by integrating it into the
project initiation process.

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps Urbanites understand what they can
expect and what they should do to have the best experience possible before they
get to a remote field location.

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps urbanites understand all the things
that need to be in place for a great work from home experience.

Encourage stakeholders to create a consistent process for managing CAD native
files and published PDFs.

Evaluate SharePoint online.

Investigate tools for remote collaboration on CAD files.

Continue evaluation of Citrix.

Continue evaluation of Citrix.

INVESTMENT

"I have a place to start uploading documents that will help the team get started"

"I can search for people based on their role and skill."

"I'm more confident because I better understand what my working limitations might
be when I'm in a poor connectivity environment."

"My office documents expectations are totally met when I am out of the office."

"I feel like I can work on design documents as efficiently from home as I can from
the office."

"I feel reassured that I've prepared and done everything I can do under the
circumstances. "

Audience size

Change aptitude

Effort

SUCCESS METRICS

"I don't have to have a network or rely heavily on my senior colleagues' network to
find experts in our organization that I can reach out to."

"I feel like I no longer need to consider a compromise between being on site with
the client and being productive."

Business Impact

(Time and effort for the Urban Systems
technology team)

Cost

$$$

(Hiring external expertise or technology cost)

Key metrics
(How will we know we are successful?)

$

Findability survey - set a baseline and measure against it post improvement.

Findability survey - set a baseline and measure against it post improvement.

Start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned searches etc.)

Start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned searches etc.)

Track the number of additions to the project "exemplars" library.

A place or social channel to communicate out to colleagues and IT about a
potentially useful piece of new technology.

Coaches and managers are trained where to get, keep, and update salary
information.

Employees go to a place on Pulse that shows them how much vacation they have
left and walks them through the process for booking time off.

Touchpoints depend on the solution developed. The sketch depicts alerts to
validate the time already known through systems such as the Outlook calendar.

Urbanites could create Outlook Groups to share common intelligence around a
particular topic, practice or client type. Yammer group could do the same.

How much new information is presented and through which channels?

Interactions with IT that are curious, informative, and helpful rather than skeptical
and protective.

Best practice information is kept on Pulse where managers can use it as a refresher
or quick reference.

Approvers get an email that alerts them to a vacation request and shows the dates
and time available to the employee.

Communication to branch leads and coaches and all urbanites about how the new
process works. Information on Pulse that people can find on their own.

RSS feeds that were crafted to specific topic areas could be consumed through
organized pages and feeds on Pulse.

What exactly does a new person need to know at which point along the way in
order to feel as confident and productive as possible?

Draft invoices could be opened on a tablet and marked up as you would on paper,
capturing all the comments digitally.

This journey is mostly about individual knowledge work by an expert. Most
touchpoints will be between the expert, the Deltek application and supporting
applications such at Excel. Some initial training will likely be needed.

A well understood process for folding new technology into the Urban Systems
technology landscape.

Managers see the up to date information in the same known place, regardless of
team or branch.

Employees get an email confirming the request.

Do a trial run of Bluebeam Vu and Revu and/or similar tools.

$$
Set up analytics to start tracking search stats (most searched, abandoned
searches etc.)

$
Track the number of sites that are created and use frequency.

$
Measure hits on the portal page for this information.

$$$
Measure document access and usage statistics for SharePoint online and mobile
devices.

Measure the number and frequency of calls that come to IT for working in
conditions with poor connectivity.

Create 'Best-bets' based on commonly searched terms.

Create a one-pager or infographic that helps Urbanites understand all the things
that need to be in place for a great WebEx experience.

Evaluate extranet options that meet the Urban Systems security profile. For
example, separate network (DMZ) or separate web app with a gateway appliance.

Help teams trial WebEx sessions ahead of time with a pre-written email
appointment that they can send to clients.

Initiate discovery research to gather insight into the specific needs for external
sharing with clients at Urban Systems.

Map the current onboarding experience from the perspective of all the stakeholders
to understand the current state, sequence and points of friction.

Map the current draft creation and review experience from the perspective of all the
stakeholders to understand the current state, sequence and points of friction.

What tool when?
"I feel confident when I know that Urban has a consistent, trusted, efficient process
for marking up design work."

$$$

"Client presentations are often the culmination of a lot of hard work. It’s the moment
that we want to shine the brightest and having the confidence that the technology is
going to work seamlessly in that moment has a tremendous impact on the
communication and perception of our hard work."

$$

Solicit user feedback

Baseline the time spent on drawing reviews to measure the future state against.

Set CAD performance benchmarks, measure against regularly.

Collect feedback from the project teams.

"Having a reliable, easy way to share information and deliverables with our clients is
a core characteristic of being a true consultancy."

"As a new Urbanite, I’m able to be more confident and productive sooner when I
have a smooth onboarding experience."

Map the current state process that coaches go through to maintain this information.

Map the process and actors involved in booking and approving vacation requests.

Consider alternatives for secure repositories to store this information (ex.
SharePoint sites, OneNote, Outlook Groups)

Sketch / wireframe the digital experience.
Alternatively: Sketch / wireframe a better digital experience.

"I can provide tremendous value to Urban Systems when it's easy to analyze and
manipulate our data."

"I feel most productive and creative when I have the autonomy to explore and
experiment with new technology to make my work easier and better."

"I need to be able to trust that the salary information I have is correct when I'm
doing reviews with the people I manage."

Frequency that someone needs reporting out of Deltek in a way that is not currently
available.

Frequency that someone has new tech that they want to use at Urban.

Adoption indicators that measure use of the system.

Time to produce the report by hand (current baseline)

Understanding and satisfaction with the service from IT and the process of
exploring new technologies at Urban Systems.

"Vacation is an important time to recharge. I want to have confidence I know much
vacation time I have available."

$$$

Usage statistics in project sites.
Upload and downloads from client users in project sites.
Monitor attachments and inbox sizes.

Measure the duration for completing the onboarding checklist.

Measure the turn around time for completing drafts.
Survey staff on engagement on satisfaction with the process.

Survey new hires at a meaningful interval, one week, 3 months about engagement
and productivity.

$

Survey urbanites on what kinds of industry, government and client information they
are often seeking to understand the themes and commonalities. Then research
potential news outlets, aggregators and RSS feeds that could provide that
information.

Conduct usability testing on the design and experience.

Determine the best location on Pulse and other channels that could be useful for
urbanite to receive this information.

"Entering time is a necessary but burdensome task that no one enjoys. I find it
much less burdensome when it's quick, easy and includes the odd moment of
delight or encouragement."

"I feel like I can provide the most value to my client when I know the latest
development about what's going on in their world."

$$
Track the number of successful requests through the new system and collect
feedback on the heals of completing a request, perhaps in their confirmation email.

Short, check in interviews with managers at review time to gather feedback on the
new system.

・Urbanites to update their own profile

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・Project team
・BAMs
・IT

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAMs
・IT
・Infographic designer

・All urbanites
・IT

・CAD techs
・IT

・Project Leads
・Project Co-coordinators
・Project Teams (CAD techs)

・Clients
・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・IT

・Clients
・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・IT

・Hiring manager
・Coach
・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・HR
・Payroll
・IT

・Project coordinators
・Project lead
・BAM
・Accounts receivable

・Branch leads
・BAMs
・Finance
・Leadership

・IT
・All Urbanites
・Leadership

・Manager
・Coach
・BAM
・Payroll

・IT
・All Urbanites
・Leadership

Processes

Requires regular rhythm of investigating search analytics for most searched terms,
abandoned searches to help tune and improve search.

Requires regular rhythms for a SME/curator group to evaluate, update and upload
new templates or best of breed examples.

Process for creating a new employee profile and encouraging them to add to it as
part of onboarding and how a former employee profile is removed.

Workflow for creating a new site.

Sharing information at project kick offs.

Storage of shared content online.
Emailing links rather than attachments.

Log in through Citrix

Configuring drawing repositories to be shared through the PDF mark up tool.

Dry run trails between IT teams

Ensuring project teams are emailing links rather than sending attachments.

There are many processes to preboarding and on-boarding and these would need
to be mapped and understood. Some important processes include:

Data entry into Deltek
Review and mark ups

Reporting out of Deltek

Introducing a new tech idea to Urban Systems and IT. What are the channels? Who
needs to know?

Salary adjustments - approvals and changes made in Deltek.

Redirect people trying to use the old process to the new tool and workflow.

Submission process and criteria for a brand photo library.

Starting meetings with designated tech time, 15 min. early with a person on each
end to allow for tech set up and troubleshooting.

Supporting teams in maintaining access (login info)

Proper categorization of content including:
・Creation and use of managed and inherited metadata;
・Urbanites putting content in the right place

Communication of the process through appropriate channels, such as Pulse.

Communication of the process through appropriate channels, such as Pulse.

Communication of the process through appropriate channels, such as Pulse.

Now best practices - This is emerging practice.

Set a consistent process for all of Urban Systems so that the sensitive information
is kept confidential and the team in payroll can be efficient.

Groups

Groups *
Team sites *

・Being entered into Deltek and being made a billable resource if applicable.
Upload documents to project site before inviting the client so that the first
impression is not an empty site.

$
Yammer analytics could be used to start to monitor activity and basic adoption.

Satisfaction survey and feedback opportunities for stakeholders.

・Curator of marketing and brand material
・Curator of templates

OUR CHALLENGE QUESTION:
Are we pushing ourselves to make each Urbanite’s
interaction with technology as awesome as it can be?

$$
Monitor the adoption of the new tools through usage statistics.
Measure the time lag of urbanites getting their time in by the deadline.

・Curator of best work
・Project Leads
・Project Co-coordinators
・Project Teams

Workflow for decommissioning or archive an old site.

Consider all the channels for communicating and training Urbanites on all the
current ways that they can enter their time.

Conduct usability testing on the design and employee experience.

"Our clients feel like they are getting the most value when they have easy,
immediate access to all that we create and produce."

$

General IT support survey question about support for this experience.

This is a service challenge. First step is to do journey mapping and service
blueprinting to determine where the opportunities lie to refine the experience
urbanites have in this scenario.

Explore a custom solution with an intuitive front end and custom back end to pull
data.

Longer-term measurement of attrition.

Track 'Best-bets' to see how often they are used.

Start with preliminary discovery research to determine how urbanites wish the data
came out of Deltek and why - what are they try to do with the data.

(Which people and processes need to be in
place to make this feature successful?)

People and roles

Any new feeds would be communicated out through multiple communication
channels, email, Pulse, print, word of mouth.

Communication to branch leads and coaches and all urbanites about how the new
process works. Information on Pulse that people can find on their own.

How do we best support the hiring manager, who is already busy, in providing a
good onboarding experience to the new urbanite?

Find someone to care for and curate this list.

Value to Employee

There are many touchpoints to consider in a pre-boarding and on-boarding journey.
Journey mapping and service blueprinting are good ways to define an optimal
experience. Some questions to conceder:

Support from IT on project site enhancements such as additional libraries.

A place on Pulse for self service of WebEx information, including tips and best
practices.

Invitation to project team when project is kicked off, including links to any relevant
documents.

Source best of breed content templates.

Building on our value of continuity and
change, whatever we do, through
technology we must… Become change
instigators wherever we see the opportunity
for technology to lift our company closer to
its goals, building on our proven foundation
of excellence, reliability and uptime.

Building on our value of fun and
professionalism, whatever we do, through
technology we must… Remember that the
greatest experiences with technology
include moments of fun, anticipation,
surprise and delight, and so we must look for
ways to embed these feelings in our services
to Urbanites and the solutions we plan to
deliver.

Communication strategy to help Urbanites understand the value of the teamsite
template for managing their current project as well as for helping them find project
information in the future.

Create templates for teams that integrate content types and metadata related to
the most frequently sourced document types.

LEAD THE LIFT

BE PLAYFULLY PROFESSIONAL

Create place on Pulse to initiate a new project.

Campaign to encourage people to add content to their profiles.

Communicate when new templates are available and who to contact for template
updates or to add new templates.

Identify important and frequently sourced document types.

ENCOURAGE A CULTURE OF
DRIVING WITH GUARDRAILS

OUR CHALLENGE QUESTION:
Are we focused on proactively and strategically instigating

Easy to locate people search interface on Pulse.

Consider a tools and templates section, and the ability for individual Urbanites to
bookmark favorite tools or pages (curate their own list).

Tech team leads project coordinator champion network.

OUR CHALLENGE QUESTION:
In each and every interaction are we responding to our

OUR CHALLENGE QUESTION:
Are we reducing friction and empowering Urbanites to

A dedicated and managed place on Pulse for marketing and brand material with
links to related templates.

When kicking off a new project, Urbanites always create a new teamsite leveraging
one of the project templates on the self service site creation page (all barriers or
potential opt-out opportunities have been removed).

Orientation material such as introductory emails, and a video walkthrough are
templated.

BE REALLY, REALLY HELPFUL

Building on our value of freedom and
accountability, whatever we do, through
technology we must…empower Urbanites to
explore and use the information, devices or
tools that make them as effective as they
can be, while at the same time coaching on
the impact of choices, appropriate standards
and our accountability for the safe use of
technology and information.

Urbanites visit a really effective search experience that quickly connects Urbanites
to the information they are trying to find.

Tech team supports and enables the project team with training and support where
needed.

Building on our value of generosity and
appreciation, whatever we do, through
technology we must… live and breathe an
atmosphere of communication and an
appreciation of customer care. Doing so will
support both great work and innovative
technology.

・IT
・All Urbanites
・Leadership

・IT
・All Urbanites
・Practice leads

Creating and posting content.

Validation of the new tech by IT for corporate compliance and security
considerations.

・Being given a desk, a phone, a computer, an AD account and email address,
along with access to other appropriate work tools.

Assessment of the tool against other available alternatives.

・Initiation of pay and benefits

Assessment of need across Urban Systems.

Consider create a decision log on a project team site.

・Best bets for new urbanites. New hires page on the portal. Onboarding checklist
on the portal.

Information and data considerations

Urban wide taxonomy (created by/with SMEs)
Project templates and clear explanation of their use

Image quality requirements.

Review Active Directory and profile photo database.

A tech expert will need to write the tip sheets and work with someone to publish
them to the portal. A graphic designer could be needed for the creation of an
infographic.

Consider naming conventions for templates and associated taxonomy.

Content is created by all employees. It will be sharable as long as it is stored in the
right places

CAD native file storage in each branch

Tech expert to write the how to one pager and trouble shooting tips.

Content is created by the project teams. Use of simple meta data and proper
placement of deliverables will improve searchability of documents in the future.

All client projects should be run in a project site so that it can be indexed and
searched later (remove any percieved friction or barriers to entry such as internal
fee/cost to project).
*CAD native files will be kept in file share.

Best practices for selecting a profile photo.

Best practice about what site template to use and where.

An up to date on-boarding checklist

Time entry

none

Communication of the process through appropriate channels, such as Pulse.

For RSS feeds, someone would need to be responsible for curating the feeds and
keeping them up to date.

Relevant templates and information
Consider creating a separate section for documents that are not to be shared with
clients.

Best practices or rules

Storing content in SharePoint Online so that it can be accessed anywhere.

May be some professional standards or best practices to reference here.

Best practice about what site template to use and where.

Best practice about where project work should happen and why.

For Yammer groups, someone would need to be the owner, posting relevant info
regularly to keep the group active.

Employee handbooks and role descriptions
On-boarding check list should be managed with the help of an automated workflow
to be sure that no important tasks get forgotten or cause unnecessary delays.

Same rules to time entry that apply now.

Best practice about where project work should happen and why.

Technology
(What technology could support this journey?)

Office 365 (Microsoft Cloud)
Delve
Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)
Groups
Team sites
Yammer
Go (intranet platform)

Delve *

Delve *
Groups
Team sites **

Team sites **
Go (intranet platform)

Go (intranet platform) - People Finder **

Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)
Groups
Team sites *

Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)
Groups
Team sites *
Yammer

Go (intranet platform) - teamsite directory

Office (Word, PPT, Excel etc.)

Yammer
Go (intranet platform)

Yammer
Go (intranet platform)

Go (intranet platform) **

Groups

Go (intranet platform)

Go (intranet platform)

"Pulse" intranet

"Pulse" intranet

Yammer
Go (intranet platform)

POTENTIAL TECH

SharePoint Extranet (on prem.)
SharePoint search
Extranet project sites

SharePoint search ***- promoted results and refiners
Extranet project sites

Search driven site directory
Self serve site creation for projects

Extranet project sites *

Extranet project sites *

SharePoint intranet (on prem.)
Mysites
"Pulse" intranet
SharePoint search
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)
Mark-up tools (e.g.. Bluebeam)
Analytics tools (e.g.. Google analytics)
Slack?
Citrix
Tech notes

Additional experience backlog items

Staying informed of what is happening in our industry
and our client's industries and business.

Mysites***
SharePoint search ***

"Pulse" intranet
SharePoint search
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)

Pulse
SharePoint search
Site provisioning workflow
Mark-up tools (e.g.. Bluebeam)

"Pulse" intranet
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)
Mark-up tools (e.g.. Bluebeam)

"Pulse" intranet **
Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex) ***

"Pulse" intranet
SharePoint search

Workflow tools (e.g.. Nintex)

Analytics tools (e.g.. Google analytics)
Slack?

Slack
* Nice to have: Delve relies on machine learning based on who and what
information a person is interacting with or files they are working on (including skype
chats and topics). This can start learning in the background but don't recommend
heavily promoting it initially.

*Cloud Delve: Microsoft is investing in advancing this and using big data to help
make it function well. Less control than with Mysites, doesn't integrate well with
other systems. More custom search queries can be created (e.g.. past projects,
topic) with custom development.

Taxonomy of terms needs to be created and maintained.

**Habanero 'Go' has auto complete built in. Currently searches first name and last
name, could be customized to search based on skillset and project info.

**Teamsite (could be in the cloud or onprem pending customization requirements
and storage needs)
Include 2-4 team site templates with consistent architecture and applied metadata
(automate as much as possible).

***Mysites: Microsoft is moving away from Mysites, we don't recommend waiting for
LinkedIn

Need to create clarity of what to use when.
* Groups is another area that Microsoft is investing in.
** For more customized templates team sites are a better option.

* CAD files that are exported to PDF can be accessed this way, working CAD files
will still be accessed via file share.

Citrix
Requires locally installed software or remote desktop

Keep an eye on new technology solutions that are easier to use for clients or that
clients are adopting.

Investigate web services to streamline and clean up data export to excel.

Create Yammer groups around business processes or teams.

* Groups or team sites could be leveraged as the secure collaboration area between
employee and coach or manager.
** Pulse or a new cloud based intranet would be the logical place to communicate the
necessary information for people to understand "Getting Better" and any annual
review information specifically.
*** Potential to use a workflow to manage approvals of increases and govern
communication of salary adjustments to payroll.

Discussion

